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SPARTA is a workflow aimed at analyzing single-end Illumina RNA-seq data. The software is supported on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux platforms. The workflow combines several tools: Trimmomatic (read trimming/adapter
removal), FastQC (read quality analysis), Bowtie (mapping reads to the reference genome), HTSeq (transcript/gene
feature abundance counting), and edgeR (differential gene expression analysis). Within the differential gene expression analysis step, batch effects can be detected and the user is warned of the potential, unintended additional variable.
The analysis procedure is outlined below.
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CHAPTER 1

How to get and use SPARTA:

Mac Users - Mac OS X tutorial
Windows Users - Windows tutorial
Linux Users - Linux tutorial
Cloud computing tutorial - Cloud computing with SPARTA on Amazon EC2

1.1 Contents:
1.1.1 Mac OS X tutorial
Important: There is a known issue introduced by Apple in the newer operating system (El Capitan) that does affect
SPARTA. You will need to install the command line tools. To initiate that process, type ‘gcc’ into the terminal (without
the quotes) and hit enter. From here it will ask you if you want to install the command line tools. Click ‘Install’ or
‘Agree’. Close and re-open the terminal and proceed with the subsequent installation steps.
Download the workflow: SPARTA for Mac
1. Introduction
2. Basic Terminal Commands
3. Install Dependencies
4. Initializing SPARTA
5. Analyzing Example Data
6. Analyzing Your Data
7. Identifying Potential Batch Effects
8. Altering Workflow Execution Options
Introduction
Many bioinformatics software packages and workflows require the user to utilize them from the command line or
terminal. SPARTA is no different. The reason the command line interface is utilized is that a great deal of power
and flexibility can be gained without the use of a graphical user interface (GUI). Further, a GUI can be difficult to
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implement across various platforms. To find the command line interface/Terminal on Mac OS X, go to Finder ->
Applications -> Utilities -> Terminal (might just be worth dragging it onto your dock).

Decompress the SPARTA_Mac-master.zip file by double-clicking on it. Now, drag and drop the decompressed folder
onto your desktop.
SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as input, with a reference
genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the input data. To see an
example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within the SPARTA_Mac-master folder.
To download a reference genome and genome feature file for your favorite bacteria, go to the Ensembl website. The
reference genome and feature file are already present for the ExampleData.
Basic Terminal Commands
Let’s have a look at some basic Terminal commands, we will cover the commands necessary to:
1. Move through folders
2. List the contents of a folder
3. Make new folders
4. Rename files/folders
5. Delete files/folders
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What it does

Examples

1.

Command
cd

Change directory/folder

2.
3.

ls
mkdir

List the contents of a folder
Make a new directory/folder

4.

mv

5.

rm

Rename or move a file from one
name to another
Remove a file (add the -r flag to
remove a folder)

cd ~ (this changes to your home directory); cd .. (this goes
back one folder)
ls
mkdir NewFolder (this will make a new folder called
‘NewFolder’ in your current directory)
mv file1 file2 (this will rename/move file1 to file2)
rm file1 (remove file1); rm -r folder1 (remove folder1)

Command reference sheet

1.1. Contents:
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Ref. sheet from: http://files.fosswire.com/2007/08/fwunixref.pdf
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Install Dependencies
The SPARTA workflow requires a few things in order to run: Python, Java, NumPy, and R. If you already have these
installed, great! If you don’t, let’s start by downloading the latest version of Python 2 (see image below). You will
want to download and install the red boxed version of Python 2. Follow the prompts to install Python with the default
values.

Great! Let’s check and see if Java is already installed on your system. Open up the terminal, (if you don’t remember
how to do this, head back to the Introduction) and type:
java -version

If Java is already installed, it will produce some output that looks like this:
java version "1.8.0_31"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_31-b13)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.31-b07, mixed mode)

If the output does not look something like this, Java is likely not installed and two of the tools require Java to function
(Trimmomatic and FastQC). Let’s download and install a suitable version of Java (see image below). You will want to
download and install the red boxed version of Java JRE. You will also need to click on the button (red arrow) to accept
the terms and conditions of using Java JRE. Follow the prompts to install Java.

1.1. Contents:
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To install NumPy, go back to or open the Terminal and type:
sudo pip install numpy

This will prompt you for your password. Enter your password and hit Enter/Return.
Note: As you type in your password, no characters will appear but you are entering characters.
Once you have entered your password and hit Enter/Return, NumPy will be downloaded and installed on your system.
Finally, let’s install R. Navigate to the SPARTA_Mac folder and go to the folder labeled “Install_R”. Within this folder
is an R installer. Double-click on the installer and follow the prompts to install R.
Note: If you have OSX 10.9 (Mavericks) or higher, you will want to use version 3.2.3. If you have OSX 10.6 to 10.8,
you want to use the version 3.2.1. To check which version you have, click on the Apple logo in the upper left hand
corner of your screen and then click on “About This Mac”. A window will appear telling you which version of OSX
you have.
Congratulations! You’ve installed the necessary dependencies to run SPARTA!
Initializing SPARTA
Once SPARTA is initialized, the workflow will seek to identify that all of the necessary dependencies are met. If they
are not satisfied, a message specific to what is not installed will appear as output in the terminal window.
To initialize SPARTA, go to the Terminal and navigate to the SPARTA_Mac-master folder on your desktop by typing:
cd ~/Desktop/SPARTA_Mac-master

To start the workflow, type:
python SPARTA.py

This will start the software and check for dependencies.
Analyzing Example Data
SPARTA is distributed with some example data. Specifically, it is the first 100,000 reads of each sample from Baker
et al..
To begin the analysis, navigate into the SPARTA_Mac-master folder and drag and drop the folder called “ExampleData” out onto the desktop.
If you haven’t already, initialize SPARTA from the Terminal.
If all the dependencies are met, SPARTA will pause and prompt the user:
Is the RNAseq data in a folder on the Desktop? (Y or N):

Type:
Y

Hit Enter/Return

1.1. Contents:
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Note: SPARTA assumes the data is located in a folder on the desktop by default. It is easiest if all future analyses
have the data in a folder (WITHOUT SPACES IN THE NAME) on the desktop.
Now it will prompt the user for the name of the folder:
What is the name of the folder on the Desktop containing the RNAseq data?:

Type:
ExampleData

This is the name of the folder on the desktop that contains the input example data. Hit Enter/Return. From here,
the software will trim, QC, align, and count transcript abundance for each sample. All output/analyses are put in a
folder that SPARTA generates on the desktop called “RNAseq_Data”. Within this folder are separate folders for each
SPARTA run that are denoted by the date (e.g. 2015-06-04). Within these folders are four more folders that separate
each step of the analysis and are called: 1) QC, 2) Bowtie, 3) HTSeq, and 4) DEanalysis.
Once the trimming, QC, alignment, and counting are complete, SPARTA will again pause and prompt the user for how
many experimental conditions exist within the analysis.
The output at this point will look like this:

At the prompt that says:
How many conditions are there?:

Type:
4

Hit Enter/Return. There are 4 experimental conditions that we are considering:
1. Glycerol pH 7.0
2. Glycerol pH 5.7
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3. Pyruvate pH 7.0
4. Pyruvate pH 5.7
Each condition has 2 replicates. The next prompt will read:

Enter the relevant file names, based on the names given in 'SPARTA has these files', with the replica
As an example, please see the 'conditions_input_example.txt' in the DEanalysis folder.
Once you have entered the file names, hit Enter/Return:

At this point, we need to edit a text file (conditions_input.txt) to tell SPARTA which file belongs to a given condition.
To do this:
1. Navigate to the SPARTA output folder called RNAseq_Data located on the desktop
2. Go to the current run folder (will be the last folder listed if sorted by name)
3. Go into the DEanalysis folder
4. Open the conditions_input.txt file in a text editor (NOT MICROSOFT WORD) such as TextEdit
The number of experimental conditions listed are based on the number entered at the prompt asking “How many
conditions are there?:”. Thus, in our case, there are 4. The contents of the file will look like:
Reference_Condition_Files:
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:

We now need to enter the file names of the replicates in each condition. These are comma-separated file names that
correspond to the output given by SPARTA (denoted with red bracket)

1.1. Contents:
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Note: The file names are case-sensitive and must be spelled exactly as listed in the output given by SPARTA
Thus, when all the file names are inputed, the conditions_input.txt file should look like this:
Reference_Condition_Files: mapgly7a.sam, mapgly7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:mapgly5a.sam, mapgly5b.sam
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:mappyr7a.sam, mappyr7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:mappyr5a.sam, mappyr5b.sam

Now, save the changes by going to File -> Save. Go back to the terminal and hit Enter/Return. From here, the workflow
will perform the differential gene expression analysis through edgeR. If a batch effect may be present, the output will
attempt to warn the user of the potential, unintended variable that must be accounted for before drawing experimental
conclusions.
All the differential gene expression output is located in the RNAseq_Data -> date of your current run -> DEanalysis
folder. The file output includes:
1. Differential gene expression tables
2. MDS plot (somewhat analogous to a principle component analysis plot) which will show whether your replicates
group together and treatment groups separate based on the treatment
3. BCV plot (biological coefficient of variation) to look at gene level variation between samples
Congratulations! You’ve analyzed RNA-seq data from raw reads to differential gene expression!
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Analyzing Your Data
If you haven’t already, we recommend working through the example data analysis first before attempting to work
through your own data set to familiarize yourself with the workflow.
As stated in the Introduction, SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as
input, with a reference genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the
input data on your desktop. To see an example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within
the SPARTA_Mac-master folder.
Now, to analyze your own data, follow the steps to initialize SPARTA, and start the analysis!
If you would like to tweak the analysis options for a given step/tool, have a look at the Altering Workflow Execution
Options.
Identifying Potential Batch Effects
Batch effects can be a source of variation in RNA-seq data that can confound biological conclusions. In fact, there
have been documented cases of batch effects present in published studies that led readers to be concerned for the
validity of the results.
To quote a previously published paper in Nature Reviews Genetics, “Batch effects are sub-groups of measurements
that have qualitatively different behaviour across conditions and are unrelated to the biological or scientific variables
in a study. For example, batch effects may occur if a subset of experiments was run on Monday and another set on
Tuesday, if two technicians were responsible for different subsets of the experiments or if two different lots of reagents,
chips or instruments were used.”
Thus, it is paramount that one address batch effects within their data before drawing biological conclusions from a
specific RNA-seq experiment. To illustrate what a batch effect may look like within the data, we will utilize several
different plots.
This first plot comes from the Nature Reviews Genetics paper where they examine Affymetrix data from a published
bladder cancer study. You can quickly see that panels C and D from Figure 1 show that samples from batch 1 (blue)
cluster together based on gene expression and samples from batch 2 (orange) cluster together.

1.1. Contents:
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Within RNA-seq data, using SPARTA and the MDS plot generated by edgeR, another example of batch effects within
a study comparing Mycobacterium tuberculosis treated with a compound, we can clearly see that the mock-treated
samples (DMSO) and compound-treated samples (ETZ) separate based on batch (A vs B) instead of by treatment.
Ideally, we would have the samples group together based on treatment as opposed to batch.

If a potential batch effect is detected in the data set, SPARTA will output a message into the terminal that says:
IMPORTANT! YOU MAY HAVE A BATCH EFFECT! PLEASE LOOK AT THE MDS PLOT!

If this occurs, have a look at the MDS plot in the RNAseq_Data folder -> date of current run -> DEanalysis folder ->
MDSplot.png
From here, you will want to adjust your model to account for the batch effect. Within edgeR, this can be accomplished
through an additive linear model. The documentation for edgeR contains a tutorial on how to deal with batch effects
that can be found here.
Future implementations of SPARTA will include the ability to adjust for batch effects.
Altering Workflow Execution Options
SPARTA is capable of allowing the user to alter the parameters associated with each analysis step to be tailored to
specific use cases. Below are the different parameters that can be altered and their usage.
Options:
Usage: python SPARTA.py [options]
Simple Program for Automated reference-based bacterial RNA-seq Transcriptome
Analysis (SPARTA)
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-h, --help
--cleanup
--verbose
--noninteractive

--threads=THREADS

show this help message and exit
Clean up the intermediate files to save space. Default
action is to retain the intermediate files.
Display more output for each step of the analysis.
Non-interactive mode. This is for running SPARTA
without any user input. Assumes data is on the
desktop. If this option is specified, you must fill
out the configuration file (ConfigFile.txt) with the
appropriate experimental conditions in the SPARTA
folder.
Define the number of threads that SPARTA should run
with. This will enable some speed-up on multiprocessor machines. As a generality, define the number
of threads as the same number of cores in your
computer. Default is 2.

Trimmomatic options:
The order the options will be run are: ILLUMINACLIP, LEADING,
TRAILING, SLIDINGWINDOW, MINLEN
--clip=ILLUMINACLIP
ILLUMINACLIP options. MiSeq & HiSeq usually
TruSeq3.fa; GAII usually TruSeq2.fa. Default is
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-SE.fa:2:30:10. Usage:
--clip=<adapterseqs>:<seed mismatches>:<palindrome
clip threshold>:<simple clip threshold>
--lead=LEADING
Set the minimun quality required to keep a base.
Default is LEADING=3. Usage: --lead=<quality>
--trail=TRAILING
Set the minimum quality required to keep a base.
Default is TRAILING=3. Usage: --trail=<quality>
--slidewin=SLIDINGWINDOW
SLIDINGWINDOW options. Default is SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15.
Usage: --slidewin=<window_size>:<required_quality>
--minlentrim=MINLENTRIM
Set the minimum read length to keep in base pairs.
Default is 36. Usage: --minlentrim=<readlength>
Bowtie options:
--mismatch=MISMATCH
Output alignments with at most a defined number of
mismatches. Usage: --mismatch=<integer_value>
--otherbowtieoptions=OTHERBOWTIEOPTIONS
Bowtie has so many options that it is not worth
listing them here. Go to http://bowtiebio.sourceforge.net/manual.shtml#command-line for the
manual and all available options. Usage:
--otherbowtieoptions='all options inputed as a string
(note the quotes!)'
HTSeq options:
--stranded=STRANDED

--order=ORDER
--minqual=MINQUAL

--type=TYPE

1.1. Contents:

Stranded options: yes, no, reverse. Default is
--stranded=reverse. Usage: --stranded=yes/no/reverse
Order options: name, pos. Usage: --order=name/pos.
Skip all reads with quality lower than the given
value. Default is --minqual=10. Usage:
--minqual=<value>
The feature type (3rd column in GTF file) to be used.
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--idattr=IDATTR

--mode=MODE

Default is --type=exon (suitable for RNA-seq analysis)
Feature ID from the GTF file to identify counts in the
output table Default is --idattr=gene_id. Usage:
--idattr=<id attribute>
Mode to handle reads overlapping more than one
feature. Default is --mode=union. Usage: --mode=union
/intersection-strict/intersection-nonempty

1.1.2 Windows tutorial
Download the workflow: SPARTA for Windows
1. Introduction
2. Basic Terminal Commands
3. Install Dependencies
4. Initializing SPARTA
5. Analyzing Example Data
6. Analyzing Your Data
7. Identifying Potential Batch Effects
8. Altering Workflow Execution Options
Introduction
Many bioinformatics software packages and workflows require the user to utilize them from the command line or
terminal. SPARTA is no different. The reason the command line interface is utilized is that a great deal of power
and flexibility can be gained without the use of a graphical user interface (GUI). Further, a GUI can be difficult to
implement across various platforms. To find the command line interface/Terminal on Windows, go to Windows start
button -> Search -> Type in: cmd -> Terminal is now open to enter commands.

Decompress the SPARTA_Windows-master.zip file by double-clicking on it. Now, drag and drop the decompressed
folder onto your desktop.
SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as input, with a reference
genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the input data. To see an
example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within the SPARTA_Windows-master folder.
To download a reference genome and genome feature file for your favorite bacteria, go to the Ensembl website. The
reference genome and feature file are already present for the ExampleData.
16
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Basic Terminal Commands
Let’s have a look at some basic Terminal commands, we will cover the commands necessary to:
1. Move through folders
2. List the contents of a folder
3. Make new folders
4. Rename files/folders
5. Delete files/folders
What it does

Examples

1.

Command
cd

Change directory/folder

2.
3.

dir
mkdir

List the contents of a folder
Make a new directory/folder

4.

move

5.

rm

Rename or move a file from one
name to another
Remove a file (rmdir is the
command to remove a folder)

cd ~ (this changes to your home directory); cd .. (this goes
back one folder)
dir
mkdir NewFolder (this will make a new folder called
‘NewFolder’ in your current directory)
move file1 file2 (this will rename/move file1 to file2)
rm file1 (remove file1); rmdir folder1 (remove folder1)

Basic Command Prompt Commands:

x /? = provides syntax info and complete list of all parameters for x (a command, like “cd”)
cd = change directory
cd .. = move to the parent directory
cd\ = move to the root of current drive
cd x = move to the current\x directory
cd z: = change to the z root directory (as opposed to c:\)
copy x y = copy file x to directory y (Ex: D:\games\galaga.exe C:\programs[\awesome.exe]), [] = optio
copy file con = display file contents in console
copy con file.txt = create text file in the console window, end with ctrl+z (^z or F6)
date = change the date
del = delete/erase
del x = deletes all files/folders fitting x
del . = deletes all files within current directory
del *.* = deletes all files within current directory
dir = display contents of current directory (Ex: dir [c:][\programs]), [] = optional
dir *.txt = list all .txt files in current directory
dir *.? = list all files with extensions one character in length in current directory
dir /w /p *.* = display all contents one screen at a time
dir | more = display all contents one line at a time
dir /? = provides syntax info and complete list of all dir parameters
echo = send command line input to display (by default)
echo sometext >> somefile.txt = append line(s) of text to any file
echo sometext > somefile.txt = overwrites file with sometext
erase = delete/erase
exit = exit the command prompt
filename.txt = opens filename.txt in current directory in Notepad (or default .txt program)
format z: = format z drive [Ex: use to format a disc or flash drive]
mkdir x = make directory x in current directory
move x y = more or rename x to y
q = escapes sequential display of contents (i.e. the more parameter)
rd x = remove/delete directory x if it’s empty
ren x y = rename file x to y

1.1. Contents:
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time = change the time
type file = display the contents of the file ‘file’ (displays file contents in console)
type file |more = display the contents one line at a time

Ref. sheet from: http://blog.simplyadvanced.net/cheat-sheet-for-windows-command-prompt/
Install Dependencies
The SPARTA workflow requires a few things in order to run: Python, Java, NumPy, and R. If you already have these
installed, great! If you don’t, let’s start by downloading the latest version of Python 2 (see image below). You will
want to download and install the red boxed version of Python 2. Follow the prompts to install Python with the default
values.

Great! Let’s check and see if Java is already installed on your system. Open up the terminal, (if you don’t remember
how to do this, head back to the Introduction) and type:
java -version

If Java is already installed, it will produce some output that looks like this:
java version "1.8.0_31"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_31-b13)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.31-b07, mixed mode)

If the output does not look something like this, Java is likely not installed and two of the tools require Java to function
(Trimmomatic and FastQC). Let’s download and install a suitable version of Java (see image below). You will want to
download and install the red boxed version of Java JRE. You will also need to click on the button (red arrow) to accept
the terms and conditions of using Java JRE. Follow the prompts to install Java.
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To install the remaining dependencies, SPARTA is distributed with installers for each remaining piece of software,
however, there is an ideal order with which to install them.
Navigate to the SPARTA_Windows-master folder and then into the “Software_To_Install” folder. Inside this folder is
a series of executable installers. Double-click and install them in the following order:
1. numpy
2. vcredist
3. HTSeq
4. R (see the “Important” below before installing)
5. gzip
Important: When installing R, make sure that the 32-bit files are also installed. You may have to check the box
when the installer presents you with what files to install.
Now, there is one remaining batch file called “add_python_and_R_to_path.bat”. This will add the Python, R, and gzip
executables to your path so you can run them from the terminal. To execute this script, right-click on the file and then
click on the option called “Run as administrator”. Windows may warn you that this script is unsafe because it is from
an unknown developer. Click on the “Details” button and then click on “Run anyway”.
Note: If this script is not run, SPARTA will not function properly.
Congratulations! You’ve installed the necessary dependencies to run SPARTA!
Initializing SPARTA
Once SPARTA is initialized, the workflow will seek to identify that all of the necessary dependencies are met. If they
are not satisfied, a message specific to what is not installed will appear as output in the terminal window.
To initialize SPARTA, go to the Terminal and navigate to the SPARTA_Windows-master folder on your desktop by
typing:
cd Desktop\SPARTA_Windows-master

To start the workflow, type:
python SPARTA.py

This will start the software and check for dependencies.
Analyzing Example Data
SPARTA is distributed with some example data. Specifically, it is the first 100,000 reads of each sample from Baker
et al..
To begin the analysis, navigate into the SPARTA_Mac-master folder and drag and drop the folder called “ExampleData” out onto the desktop.
If you haven’t already, initialize SPARTA from the Terminal.
If all the dependencies are met, SPARTA will pause and prompt the user:
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Is the RNAseq data in a folder on the Desktop? (Y or N):

Type:
Y

Hit Enter/Return
Note: SPARTA assumes the data is located in a folder on the desktop by default. It is easiest if all future analyses
have the data in a folder (WITHOUT SPACES IN THE NAME) on the desktop.
Now it will prompt the user for the name of the folder:
What is the name of the folder on the Desktop containing the RNAseq data?:

Type:
ExampleData

This is the name of the folder on the desktop that contains the input example data. Hit Enter/Return. From here, the
software will trim, align, and count transcript abundance for each sample. All output/analyses are put in a folder that
SPARTA generates on the desktop called “RNAseq_Data”. Within this folder are separate folders for each SPARTA
run that are denoted by the date (e.g. 2015-06-04). Within these folders are four more folders that separate each step
of the analysis and are called: 1) QC, 2) Bowtie, 3) HTSeq, and 4) DEanalysis.
Note: There is a known issue here. FastQC will not run non-interactively on Windows (but feel free to contribute
to the project and fix this issue!). It is important to QC your data and FastQC can be run interactively by navigating
to the FastQC folder: SPARTA_Windows-master -> QC_analysis -> FastQC -> run_fastqc.bat. FastQC should now
start and to analyze your trimmed files within FastQC: File -> Open -> RNAseq_Data -> dateofyourrun -> QC ->
yourtrimmedfiles.
Once the trimming, alignment, and counting are complete, SPARTA will again pause and prompt the user for how
many experimental conditions exist within the analysis.
The output at this point will look like this:

1.1. Contents:
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At the prompt that says:
How many conditions are there?:

Type:
4

Hit Enter/Return. There are 4 experimental conditions that we are considering:
1. Glycerol pH 7.0
2. Glycerol pH 5.7
3. Pyruvate pH 7.0
4. Pyruvate pH 5.7
Each condition has 2 replicates. The next prompt will read:

Enter the relevant file names, based on the names given in 'SPARTA has these files', with the replica
As an example, please see the 'conditions_input_example.txt' in the DEanalysis folder.
Once you have entered the file names, hit Enter/Return:

At this point, we need to edit a text file (conditions_input.txt) to tell SPARTA which file belongs to a given condition.
To do this:
1. Navigate to the SPARTA output folder called RNAseq_Data located on the desktop
2. Go to the current run folder (will be the last folder listed if sorted by name)
3. Go into the DEanalysis folder
4. Open the conditions_input.txt file in a text editor (NOT MICROSOFT WORD) such as Notepad
The number of experimental conditions listed are based on the number entered at the prompt asking “How many
conditions are there?:”. Thus, in our case, there are 4. The contents of the file will look like:
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Reference_Condition_Files:
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:

We now need to enter the file names of the replicates in each condition. These are comma-separated file names that
correspond to the output given by SPARTA (denoted with red bracket)

Note: The file names are case-sensitive and must be spelled exactly as listed in the output given by SPARTA
Thus, when all the file names are inputed, the conditions_input.txt file should look like this:
Reference_Condition_Files: mapgly7a.sam, mapgly7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:mapgly5a.sam, mapgly5b.sam
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:mappyr7a.sam, mappyr7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:mappyr5a.sam, mappyr5b.sam

Now, save the changes by going to File -> Save. Go back to the terminal and hit Enter/Return. From here, the workflow
will perform the differential gene expression analysis through edgeR. If a batch effect may be present, the output will
attempt to warn the user of the potential, unintended variable that must be accounted for before drawing experimental
conclusions.
All the differential gene expression output is located in the RNAseq_Data -> date of your current run -> DEanalysis
folder. The file output includes:
1. Differential gene expression tables
1.1. Contents:
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2. MDS plot (somewhat analogous to a principle component analysis plot) which will show whether your replicates
group together and treatment groups separate based on the treatment
3. BCV plot (biological coefficient of variation) to look at gene level variation between samples
Congratulations! You’ve analyzed RNA-seq data from raw reads to differential gene expression!
Analyzing Your Data
If you haven’t already, we recommend working through the example data analysis first before attempting to work
through your own data set to familiarize yourself with the workflow.
As stated in the Introduction, SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as
input, with a reference genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the
input data on your desktop. To see an example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within
the SPARTA_Windows-master folder.
Now, to analyze your own data, follow the steps to initialize SPARTA, and start the analysis!
If you would like to tweak the analysis options for a given step/tool, have a look at the Altering Workflow Execution
Options.
Identifying Potential Batch Effects
Batch effects can be a source of variation in RNA-seq data that can confound biological conclusions. In fact, there
have been documented cases of batch effects present in published studies that led readers to be concerned for the
validity of the results.
To quote a previously published paper in Nature Reviews Genetics, “Batch effects are sub-groups of measurements
that have qualitatively different behaviour across conditions and are unrelated to the biological or scientific variables
in a study. For example, batch effects may occur if a subset of experiments was run on Monday and another set on
Tuesday, if two technicians were responsible for different subsets of the experiments or if two different lots of reagents,
chips or instruments were used.”
Thus, it is paramount that one address batch effects within their data before drawing biological conclusions from a
specific RNA-seq experiment. To illustrate what a batch effect may look like within the data, we will utilize several
different plots.
This first plot comes from the Nature Reviews Genetics paper where they examine Affymetrix data from a published
bladder cancer study. You can quickly see that panels C and D from Figure 1 show that samples from batch 1 (blue)
cluster together based on gene expression and samples from batch 2 (orange) cluster together.
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Within RNA-seq data, using SPARTA and the MDS plot generated by edgeR, another example of batch effects within
a study comparing Mycobacterium tuberculosis treated with a compound, we can clearly see that the mock-treated
samples (DMSO) and compound-treated samples (ETZ) separate based on batch (A vs B) instead of by treatment.
Ideally, we would have the samples group together based on treatment as opposed to batch.

If a potential batch effect is detected in the data set, SPARTA will output a message into the terminal that says:
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IMPORTANT! YOU MAY HAVE A BATCH EFFECT! PLEASE LOOK AT THE MDS PLOT!

If this occurs, have a look at the MDS plot in the RNAseq_Data folder -> date of current run -> DEanalysis folder ->
MDSplot.png
From here, you will want to adjust your model to account for the batch effect. Within edgeR, this can be accomplished
through an additive linear model. The documentation for edgeR contains a tutorial on how to deal with batch effects
that can be found here.
Future implementations of SPARTA will include the ability to adjust for batch effects.
Altering Workflow Execution Options
SPARTA is capable of allowing the user to alter the parameters associated with each analysis step to be tailored to
specific use cases. Below are the different parameters that can be altered and their usage.
Options:
Usage: python SPARTA.py [options]
Simple Program for Automated reference-based bacterial RNA-seq Transcriptome
Analysis (SPARTA)
-h, --help
--cleanup
--verbose
--noninteractive

--threads=THREADS

show this help message and exit
Clean up the intermediate files to save space. Default
action is to retain the intermediate files.
Display more output for each step of the analysis.
Non-interactive mode. This is for running SPARTA
without any user input. Assumes data is on the
desktop. If this option is specified, you must fill
out the configuration file (ConfigFile.txt) with the
appropriate experimental conditions in the SPARTA
folder.
Define the number of threads that SPARTA should run
with. This will enable some speed-up on multiprocessor machines. As a generality, define the number
of threads as the same number of cores in your
computer. Default is 2.

Trimmomatic options:
The order the options will be run are: ILLUMINACLIP, LEADING,
TRAILING, SLIDINGWINDOW, MINLEN
--clip=ILLUMINACLIP
ILLUMINACLIP options. MiSeq & HiSeq usually
TruSeq3.fa; GAII usually TruSeq2.fa. Default is
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-SE.fa:2:30:10. Usage:
--clip=<adapterseqs>:<seed mismatches>:<palindrome
clip threshold>:<simple clip threshold>
--lead=LEADING
Set the minimun quality required to keep a base.
Default is LEADING=3. Usage: --lead=<quality>
--trail=TRAILING
Set the minimum quality required to keep a base.
Default is TRAILING=3. Usage: --trail=<quality>
--slidewin=SLIDINGWINDOW
SLIDINGWINDOW options. Default is SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15.
Usage: --slidewin=<window_size>:<required_quality>
--minlentrim=MINLENTRIM
Set the minimum read length to keep in base pairs.
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Default is 36. Usage: --minlentrim=<readlength>
Bowtie options:
--mismatch=MISMATCH
Output alignments with at most a defined number of
mismatches. Usage: --mismatch=<integer_value>
--otherbowtieoptions=OTHERBOWTIEOPTIONS
Bowtie has so many options that it is not worth
listing them here. Go to http://bowtiebio.sourceforge.net/manual.shtml#command-line for the
manual and all available options. Usage:
--otherbowtieoptions='all options inputed as a string
(note the quotes!)'
HTSeq options:
--stranded=STRANDED

--order=ORDER
--minqual=MINQUAL

--type=TYPE
--idattr=IDATTR

--mode=MODE

Stranded options: yes, no, reverse. Default is
--stranded=reverse. Usage: --stranded=yes/no/reverse
Order options: name, pos. Usage: --order=name/pos.
Skip all reads with quality lower than the given
value. Default is --minqual=10. Usage:
--minqual=<value>
The feature type (3rd column in GTF file) to be used.
Default is --type=exon (suitable for RNA-seq analysis)
Feature ID from the GTF file to identify counts in the
output table Default is --idattr=gene_id. Usage:
--idattr=<id attribute>
Mode to handle reads overlapping more than one
feature. Default is --mode=union. Usage: --mode=union
/intersection-strict/intersection-nonempty

1.1.3 Linux tutorial
Download the workflow: SPARTA for Linux
1. Introduction
2. Basic Terminal Commands
3. Install Dependencies
4. Initializing SPARTA
5. Analyzing Example Data
6. Analyzing Your Data
7. Identifying Potential Batch Effects
8. Altering Workflow Execution Options
Introduction
Many bioinformatics software packages and workflows require the user to utilize them from the command line or
terminal. SPARTA is no different. The reason the command line interface is utilized is that a great deal of power
and flexibility can be gained without the use of a graphical user interface (GUI). Further, a GUI can be difficult to
implement across various platforms. To find the command line interface/Terminal on Linux (shown in Ubuntu with
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red arrows), go to “Search your computer and online sources” button -> Search for “terminal” -> Click on Terminal
-> Terminal is now open and ready to enter commands (might just be worth dragging it onto your dock).

Decompress the SPARTA_Linux-master.zip file by clicking on it and extracting all the files to the desktop.
SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as input, with a reference
genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the input data. To see an
example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within the SPARTA_Linux-master folder.
To download a reference genome and genome feature file for your favorite bacteria, go to the Ensembl website. The
reference genome and feature file are already present for the ExampleData.
Basic Terminal Commands
Let’s have a look at some basic Terminal commands, we will cover the commands necessary to:
1. Move through folders
2. List the contents of a folder
3. Make new folders
4. Rename files/folders
5. Delete files/folders
What it does

Examples

1.

Command
cd

Change directory/folder

2.
3.

ls
mkdir

List the contents of a folder
Make a new directory/folder

4.

mv

5.

rm

Rename or move a file from one
name to another
Remove a file (add the -r flag to
remove a folder)

cd ~ (this changes to your home directory); cd .. (this goes
back one folder)
ls
mkdir NewFolder (this will make a new folder called
‘NewFolder’ in your current directory)
mv file1 file2 (this will rename/move file1 to file2)
rm file1 (remove file1); rm -r folder1 (remove folder1)

Command reference sheet
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Ref. sheet from: http://files.fosswire.com/2007/08/fwunixref.pdf
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Install Dependencies
The SPARTA workflow requires a few things in order to run: Python, Java, NumPy, and R. If you already have these
installed, great! If you don’t, let’s start by downloading and installing the dependencies by running the bash script
called “install_dependencies.sh”.
To run this script, navigate to the SPARTA_Linux-master folder on the desktop:
cd ~/Desktop/SPARTA_Linux-master

Now, type:
bash install_dependencies.sh

This will update, download, and install the necessary dependencies to run SPARTA.
Congratulations! You’ve installed the necessary dependencies to run SPARTA!
Initializing SPARTA
Once SPARTA is initialized, the workflow will seek to identify that all of the necessary dependencies are met. If they
are not satisfied, a message specific to what is not installed will appear as output in the terminal window.
To initialize SPARTA, go to the Terminal and navigate to the SPARTA_Linux-master folder on your desktop by typing:
cd ~/Desktop/SPARTA_Linux-master

To start the workflow, type:
python SPARTA.py

This will start the software and check for dependencies.
Analyzing Example Data
SPARTA is distributed with some example data. Specifically, it is the first 100,000 reads of each sample from Baker
et al..
To begin the analysis, navigate into the SPARTA_Linux-master folder and drag and drop the folder called “ExampleData” out onto the desktop.
If you haven’t already, initialize SPARTA from the Terminal.
If all the dependencies are met, SPARTA will pause and prompt the user:
Is the RNAseq data in a folder on the Desktop? (Y or N):

Type:
Y

Hit Enter/Return
Note: SPARTA assumes the data is located in a folder on the desktop by default. It is easiest if all future analyses
have the data in a folder (WITHOUT SPACES IN THE NAME) on the desktop.
Now it will prompt the user for the name of the folder:
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What is the name of the folder on the Desktop containing the RNAseq data?:

Type:
ExampleData

This is the name of the folder on the desktop that contains the input example data. Hit Enter/Return. From here,
the software will trim, QC, align, and count transcript abundance for each sample. All output/analyses are put in a
folder that SPARTA generates on the desktop called “RNAseq_Data”. Within this folder are separate folders for each
SPARTA run that are denoted by the date (e.g. 2015-06-04). Within these folders are four more folders that separate
each step of the analysis and are called: 1) QC, 2) Bowtie, 3) HTSeq, and 4) DEanalysis.
Once the trimming, QC, alignment, and counting are complete, SPARTA will again pause and prompt the user for how
many experimental conditions exist within the analysis.
The output at this point will look like this:

At the prompt that says:
How many conditions are there?:

Type:
4

Hit Enter/Return. There are 4 experimental conditions that we are considering:
1. Glycerol pH 7.0
2. Glycerol pH 5.7
3. Pyruvate pH 7.0
4. Pyruvate pH 5.7
Each condition has 2 replicates. The next prompt will read:
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Enter the relevant file names, based on the names given in 'SPARTA has these files', with the replica
As an example, please see the 'conditions_input_example.txt' in the DEanalysis folder.
Once you have entered the file names, hit Enter/Return:

At this point, we need to edit a text file (conditions_input.txt) to tell SPARTA which file belongs to a given condition.
To do this:
1. Navigate to the SPARTA output folder called RNAseq_Data located on the desktop
2. Go to the current run folder (will be the last folder listed if sorted by name)
3. Go into the DEanalysis folder
4. Open the conditions_input.txt file in a text editor (NOT MICROSOFT WORD) such as gedit
The number of experimental conditions listed are based on the number entered at the prompt asking “How many
conditions are there?:”. Thus, in our case, there are 4. The contents of the file will look like:
Reference_Condition_Files:
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:

We now need to enter the file names of the replicates in each condition. These are comma-separated file names that
correspond to the output given by SPARTA (denoted with red bracket)

Note: The file names are case-sensitive and must be spelled exactly as listed in the output given by SPARTA
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Thus, when all the file names are inputed, the conditions_input.txt file should look like this:
Reference_Condition_Files: mapgly7a.sam, mapgly7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_2_Files:mapgly5a.sam, mapgly5b.sam
Experimental_Condition_3_Files:mappyr7a.sam, mappyr7b.sam
Experimental_Condition_4_Files:mappyr5a.sam, mappyr5b.sam

Now, save the changes by going to File -> Save. Go back to the terminal and hit Enter/Return. From here, the workflow
will perform the differential gene expression analysis through edgeR. If a batch effect may be present, the output will
attempt to warn the user of the potential, unintended variable that must be accounted for before drawing experimental
conclusions.
All the differential gene expression output is located in the RNAseq_Data -> date of your current run -> DEanalysis
folder. The file output includes:
1. Differential gene expression tables
2. MDS plot (somewhat analogous to a principle component analysis plot) which will show whether your replicates
group together and treatment groups separate based on the treatment
3. BCV plot (biological coefficient of variation) to look at gene level variation between samples
Congratulations! You’ve analyzed RNA-seq data from raw reads to differential gene expression!
Analyzing Your Data
If you haven’t already, we recommend working through the example data analysis first before attempting to work
through your own data set to familiarize yourself with the workflow.
As stated in the Introduction, SPARTA expects either compressed (.gz) or uncompressed FASTQ files (.fq or .fastq) as
input, with a reference genome file in FASTA format and a genome feature file (.gtf) within the folder that contains the
input data on your desktop. To see an example of appropriate input data, look inside the ExampleData folder within
the SPARTA_Mac-master folder.
Now, to analyze your own data, follow the steps to initialize SPARTA, and start the analysis!
If you would like to tweak the analysis options for a given step/tool, have a look at the Altering Workflow Execution
Options.
Identifying Potential Batch Effects
Batch effects can be a source of variation in RNA-seq data that can confound biological conclusions. In fact, there
have been documented cases of batch effects present in published studies that led readers to be concerned for the
validity of the results.
To quote a previously published paper in Nature Reviews Genetics, “Batch effects are sub-groups of measurements
that have qualitatively different behaviour across conditions and are unrelated to the biological or scientific variables
in a study. For example, batch effects may occur if a subset of experiments was run on Monday and another set on
Tuesday, if two technicians were responsible for different subsets of the experiments or if two different lots of reagents,
chips or instruments were used.”
Thus, it is paramount that one address batch effects within their data before drawing biological conclusions from a
specific RNA-seq experiment. To illustrate what a batch effect may look like within the data, we will utilize several
different plots.
This first plot comes from the Nature Reviews Genetics paper where they examine Affymetrix data from a published
bladder cancer study. You can quickly see that panels C and D from Figure 1 show that samples from batch 1 (blue)
cluster together based on gene expression and samples from batch 2 (orange) cluster together.
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Within RNA-seq data, using SPARTA and the MDS plot generated by edgeR, another example of batch effects within
a study comparing Mycobacterium tuberculosis treated with a compound, we can clearly see that the mock-treated
samples (DMSO) and compound-treated samples (ETZ) separate based on batch (A vs B) instead of by treatment.
Ideally, we would have the samples group together based on treatment as opposed to batch.

If a potential batch effect is detected in the data set, SPARTA will output a message into the terminal that says:
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IMPORTANT! YOU MAY HAVE A BATCH EFFECT! PLEASE LOOK AT THE MDS PLOT!

If this occurs, have a look at the MDS plot in the RNAseq_Data folder -> date of current run -> DEanalysis folder ->
MDSplot.png
From here, you will want to adjust your model to account for the batch effect. Within edgeR, this can be accomplished
through an additive linear model. The documentation for edgeR contains a tutorial on how to deal with batch effects
that can be found here.
Future implementations of SPARTA will include the ability to adjust for batch effects.
Altering Workflow Execution Options
SPARTA is capable of allowing the user to alter the parameters associated with each analysis step to be tailored to
specific use cases. Below are the different parameters that can be altered and their usage.
Options:
Usage: python SPARTA.py [options]
Simple Program for Automated reference-based bacterial RNA-seq Transcriptome
Analysis (SPARTA)
-h, --help
--cleanup
--verbose
--noninteractive

--threads=THREADS

show this help message and exit
Clean up the intermediate files to save space. Default
action is to retain the intermediate files.
Display more output for each step of the analysis.
Non-interactive mode. This is for running SPARTA
without any user input. Assumes data is on the
desktop. If this option is specified, you must fill
out the configuration file (ConfigFile.txt) with the
appropriate experimental conditions in the SPARTA
folder.
Define the number of threads that SPARTA should run
with. This will enable some speed-up on multiprocessor machines. As a generality, define the number
of threads as the same number of cores in your
computer. Default is 2.

Trimmomatic options:
The order the options will be run are: ILLUMINACLIP, LEADING,
TRAILING, SLIDINGWINDOW, MINLEN
--clip=ILLUMINACLIP
ILLUMINACLIP options. MiSeq & HiSeq usually
TruSeq3.fa; GAII usually TruSeq2.fa. Default is
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-SE.fa:2:30:10. Usage:
--clip=<adapterseqs>:<seed mismatches>:<palindrome
clip threshold>:<simple clip threshold>
--lead=LEADING
Set the minimun quality required to keep a base.
Default is LEADING=3. Usage: --lead=<quality>
--trail=TRAILING
Set the minimum quality required to keep a base.
Default is TRAILING=3. Usage: --trail=<quality>
--slidewin=SLIDINGWINDOW
SLIDINGWINDOW options. Default is SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15.
Usage: --slidewin=<window_size>:<required_quality>
--minlentrim=MINLENTRIM
Set the minimum read length to keep in base pairs.
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Default is 36. Usage: --minlentrim=<readlength>
Bowtie options:
--mismatch=MISMATCH
Output alignments with at most a defined number of
mismatches. Usage: --mismatch=<integer_value>
--otherbowtieoptions=OTHERBOWTIEOPTIONS
Bowtie has so many options that it is not worth
listing them here. Go to http://bowtiebio.sourceforge.net/manual.shtml#command-line for the
manual and all available options. Usage:
--otherbowtieoptions='all options inputed as a string
(note the quotes!)'
HTSeq options:
--stranded=STRANDED

--order=ORDER
--minqual=MINQUAL

--type=TYPE
--idattr=IDATTR

--mode=MODE

Stranded options: yes, no, reverse. Default is
--stranded=reverse. Usage: --stranded=yes/no/reverse
Order options: name, pos. Usage: --order=name/pos.
Skip all reads with quality lower than the given
value. Default is --minqual=10. Usage:
--minqual=<value>
The feature type (3rd column in GTF file) to be used.
Default is --type=exon (suitable for RNA-seq analysis)
Feature ID from the GTF file to identify counts in the
output table Default is --idattr=gene_id. Usage:
--idattr=<id attribute>
Mode to handle reads overlapping more than one
feature. Default is --mode=union. Usage: --mode=union
/intersection-strict/intersection-nonempty

1.1.4 Cloud computing with SPARTA on Amazon EC2
The ability to perform large scale data analysis may require computational capacity not found on a personal computing
environment. Thus, SPARTA is capable of running in the cloud or on high performance computing environments. In
the subsequent tutorial, we describe the analysis process of computing differentially expressed genes using SPARTA
and the provided ExampleData in the cloud with Amazon EC2.
Contents:
Create an Amazon Web Services Account
Mac/Linux Login Procedure
Windows Login Procedure
Analyzing the RNA-seq ExampleData with SPARTA
Transferring files to and from Amazon EC2 computers
Create an Amazon Web Services Account
First we need to create an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account. To do this:
1. Navigate to the AWS site
2. In the upper right corner, click on the “Sign In to the Console” button
3. Enter your e-mail and make sure the “I am a new user” is selected
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4. Click on the “Sign in using our secure server” button to get started creating your account
5. Enter your information and password into the relevant fields and click “Create account”
6. Continue to input your necessary information as denoted by the fields with an asterisk (*)
7. Read and click on the “I agree to the AWS terms” so that it is checked
8. Click on the “Create account and continue” button
9. From here you will need to enter your credit card information so that if you decide to go beyond the “Free tier”
machines, they can charge you (computing time, even on large machines is pretty cheap). Also, you will need
to verify your information and select a support plan that suites you.
Now that you have created your account, we can log into the AWS console if you aren’t already. To do this:
1. Navigate to the AWS site.
2. Click on the “My Account” in the upper right and select “AWS Management Console” from the menu options
3. Log in with your user name and password
4. Set your location to “N. Virginia” if you are in the midwest or another relevant location (upper right red circle)
and click on EC2 (red circle on the left side of the page)

5. Select “Launch Instance”
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6. Select the “Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS (HVM), SSD Volume Type” machine image by clicking on “Select”

7. For working with the ExampleData we do not need significant hardware capacity, so for now, select the t2.micro
instance type (red box). However, if you would like to analyze your own data, either the m4.large or m4.xlarge
instance types are reasonable (blue box; these instances will charge you per hour, though are quite cheap). Then,
click on “Review and Launch” (orange box).
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8. Ignore the warning and click “Launch” (orange box)

9. Create a new key pair and name it “SPARTA-example” (no quotes; red arrow). Then click on “Download Key
Pair”. Save this .pem file. After you download and save your .pem file, click on the “Launch Instances” button.
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10. Select the “View Instances” button and wait until your “Instance State” turns green.

11. Copy and paste the “Public DNS” into a text document (e.g. TextEdit or Notepad) and save it. This is your
Amazon EC2 machine and you will need this to log into it.
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To log into the machine, follow either the Mac/Linux version or the Windows version
Mac/Linux Login Procedure
To log into the machine you just created, we need to use the .pem file and the Terminal. If you don’t remember how to
get to the terminal, see the image in the Introduction in either the Mac OS X tutorial or Linux tutorial.
Move the .pem file from your Downloads folder to your Desktop for the time being.
Start up your terminal and type:
cd ~/Desktop

This will navigate to your Desktop. We will change the permissions to read only for you, the user:
chmod 400 SPARTA-example.pem

Now, let’s log into our machine!
To do this we will type something like this (NOTE THE DNS ADDRESS AFTER THE ‘ubuntu@’ IS NOT REAL.
THIS IS WHERE YOU SHOULD PUT YOUR PUBLIC DNS FROM EARLIER):
ssh -i ~/Desktop/SPARTA-example.pem ubuntu@ec2-your-public-dns-goes-here.compute-1.amazonaws.com

What you are doing is logging in using the secure shell (ssh) command with your credentials in the .pem file as the
user ‘ubuntu’ to the machine ‘ec2-...-compute-1.amazonaws.com’.
You should now see something like:
ubuntu@ip-345-67-89-10:

Congratulations! You’re now on the cloud computer that you launched earlier!
Windows Login Procedure
To log into the machine you just created, we need to use the .pem file, a key generator called PuTTYgen, and a secure
shell (ssh) client called PuTTY.
Download PuTTY and PuTTYgen from here.
1.1. Contents:
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Move the .pem file from your Downloads folder to your Desktop for the time being.
Open up PuTTYgen and click on “Load”. Navigate to your Desktop and select the SPARTA-example.pem, click
“Open”.
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PuTTY should present you with a window that says something like “Successfully imported private key...” It also states
in the window that we need to use the “Save private key” command. So, let’s do just that.
Click “OK”
Click on “Save private key”. Save it somewhere you know where it is (reasonably easy to find is always a good idea) It
may ask you if you want to save it without a passphrase. Click “Yes”. Save it as “SPARTA-example” on the Desktop
(no quotes).
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Now, let’s log into our machine!
To do this, we will need to open up PuTTY (not PuTTYgen, which is what we were just using). Enter the Host Name
(public DNS from earlier) into the “Host Name” box.
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Look in the Category section (left-hand side of the window) and navigate to the SSH section (about halfway down the
list).
Click on “Auth” in the SSH category and add your PuTTYgen key (ppk) you just made by clicking on “Browse” and
selecting the ppk file. Now click “Open”.
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The first time you log into a new machine, it may prompt you with a window similar to the one below. This is verifying
the RSA fingerprint of the machine. Click “Yes”.
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Login as “ubuntu”

You should now see something like:
ubuntu@ip-345-67-89-10:

Congratulations! You’re now on the cloud computer that you launched earlier!
Analyzing the RNA-seq ExampleData with SPARTA
Now that we are logged into our Amazon EC2 machine, let’s start analyzing the ExampleData that comes with
SPARTA.
To get SPARTA onto our EC2 machine, we need a tool called git. To download and install this tool, type:
sudo apt-get install git

This will begin downloading the necessary files. It will likely prompt you with a yes/no (Y/n) question about proceeding with the install. Type:
Y

Before we download SPARTA, let’s make and navigate into a folder to put everything in and let’s call it Desktop.
Type:
mkdir Desktop
cd Desktop

Now, we can download SPARTA_Linux from the GitHub repository. Type:
git clone https://github.com/biobenkj/SPARTA_Linux
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This may take a minute or two to download the necessary files. Once they are downloaded, we can move the ExampleData folder out of the SPARTA_Linux folder and into Desktop. To do this, type:
cd SPARTA_Linux
mv ExampleData ..

To install the dependencies, type:
bash install_dependencies.sh

This will collect and install all of the dependencies necessary to run SPARTA (it will take a couple minutes). It will
likely prompt you with a yes/no (Y/n) question about proceeding. Type:
Y

Now, we need to edit the ConfigFile.txt within SPARTA_Linux to run the workflow in non-interactive mode.
The ConfigFile.txt should be displayed before you. You cannot use your mouse to move the cursor around, but you can
use the arrow keys. Navigate down to the bottom where the experimental conditions input is. To compare all four of the
experimental conditions in the ExampleData, we need to add two more lines below “Experimental_condition_2_files:”.
Before any of the files are entered, it should look like this:
Reference_condition_files:
Experimental_condition_2_files:
Experimental_condition_3_files:
Experimental_condition_4_files:

This is for 4 conditions.
Now, we need to add in the file names. At this point in the analysis, the file names will have a prefix called “map”
and an extension called ”.sam”. So, based on the names of our input data, we can type in the file names with the
appropriate prefix and extension.
So if our input data looks like this:
gly7a.fq.gz
gly7b.fq.gz
gly5a.fq.gz
gly5b.fq.gz
pyr7a.fq.gz
pyr7b.fq.gz
pyr5a.fq.gz
pyr5b.fq.gz

Our files at this point in the analysis will look like this:
mapgly7a.sam
mapgly7b.sam
mapgly5a.sam
mapgly5b.sam
mappyr7a.sam
mappyr7b.sam
mappyr5a.sam
mappyr5b.sam

Thus, once we have added these files to the appropriate experimental conditions, it will look like this:
Reference_condition_files: mapgly7a.sam, mapgly7b.sam
Experimental_condition_2_files: mapgly5a.sam, mapgly5b.sam
Experimental_condition_3_files: mappyr7a.sam, mappyr7b.sam
Experimental_condition_4_files: mappyr5a.sam, mappyr5b.sam
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To save the file, hit the Control key and “O” (not the number zero). Hit enter/return. To exit the editor, hit the Control
key and “X”.
Now we can run the analysis non-interactively! Type:
python SPARTA.py --noninteractive

From here, the analysis will proceed from QC, aligning, counting, and differential gene expression.
Congratulations! You’ve analyzed the ExampleData in the cloud!
Transferring files to and from Amazon EC2 computers
Mac/Linux users:
You can use a command line tool called “scp”
An example usage to transfer the file “YourFile.txt” to your home (~) directory on an Amazon EC2 computer from
your Desktop:
scp -i ~/Desktop/SPARTA-example.pem ~/Desktop/YourFile.txt ubuntu@ec2-...-.compute-1.amazonaws.com:~

An example usage to transfer the file “YourFile.txt” from your home (~) directory on an Amazon EC2 computer to
your Desktop:
scp -i ~/Desktop/SPARTA-example.pem ubuntu@ec2-...-.compute-1.amazonaws.com:~ ~/Desktop/YourFile.txt

If you would like to transfer an entire folder/directory, add the “-r” option. Thus, to transfer YourFolder from your
Desktop to the home (~) directory on an Amazon EC2 computer:

scp -i ~/Desktop/SPARTA-example.pem -r ~/Desktop/YourFolder ubuntu@ec2-...-.compute-1.amazonaws.com:~

Windows users:
You can use a client called WinSCP. Click on the “Installation package” under “Download WinSCP” to initiate the
download.
Follow the installer and just use the default settings.
Once the client is open:
• Host name - Your Public DNS to your EC2 machine
• User name - ubuntu
• Advanced -> SSH -> Authentication -> Private key file (click on the ”...” button) -> select the PuTTYgen (.ppk)
file generated earlier in the tutorial
Click “Login” to connect.
Now, you can transfer files, to and from your local machine and the EC2 machine!

1.1.5 Frequently Asked Questions
1. Does SPARTA support paired-end reads?
Not yet. Currently, SPARTA only supports single-end reads as we have found it is the most common/inexpensive
approach for differential gene expression analysis. Paired-end read support will be incorporated in future releases of
SPARTA. If you have paired-end reads and would like to use SPARTA, as a workaround, you can run just the forward
reads.
2. What if I only have a GFF file and not a GTF file for my organism?
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A GTF file is a more stringent version of a GFF file. Thus, your GFF file may work with HTSeq for counting transcript
abundance. However, GFF file formating is more relaxed and thus, it may not work. As a potential workaround, you
can open the GFF file in a plain text editor like TextEdit (Mac) or Notepad (Windows). Look at each line and see if
the beginning of each line in the GFF file begins with the same phrase. In the example below the GTF line begins
with Chromosome and the reference genome FASTA file begins with the same phrase Chromosome. Next, examine
each line for a phrase that relates specifying a region for a gene. In the example below, HTSeq by default looks for the
phrase exon. If your file does not have exon as the phrase, you can specify to SPARTA/HTSeq which phrase to look
for through the option --type=your_gene_region_name where your_gene_region_name is the phrase
specific to your file.
Note:
The preferred location for downloading a reference genome file and GTF file is through Ensembl
(http://bacteria.ensembl.org/info/website/ftp/index.html). This list is fairly comprehensive though not exhaustive (especially if there is no reference and you’ve had to assemble your own/annotate it).
GTF example:
Chromosome protein_coding exon 1 1524 . + . gene_id “MT0001”; transcript_id “AAK44224”; exon_number
“1”; gene_name “dnaA”; transcript_name “dnaA/AAK44224”; seqedit “false”; Chromosome protein_coding CDS
1 1521 . + 0 gene_id “MT0001”; transcript_id “AAK44224”; exon_number “1”; gene_name “dnaA”; transcript_name
“dnaA/AAK44224”; protein_id “AAK44224”; Chromosome protein_coding stop_codon 1522 1524 . + 0 gene_id
“MT0001”; transcript_id “AAK44224”; exon_number “1”; gene_name “dnaA”; transcript_name “dnaA/AAK44224”;
Reference genome example (FASTA):
>Chromosome dna:chromosome chromosome:GCA_000008585.1:Chromosome:1:4403837:1 TTGACCGATGACCCCGGTTCAGGCTTCACCACAGTGTGGAACGCGGTCGTCTCCGAACTT
AACGGCGACCCTAAGGTTGACGACGGACCCAGCAGTGATGCTAATCTCAGCGCTCCGCTG ACCCCTCAGCAAAGGGCTTGGCTCAATCTCGTCCAGCCATTGACCATCGTCGAGGGGTTT
GCTCTGTTATCCGTGCCGAGCAGCTTTGTCCAAAACGAAATCGAGCGCCATCTGCGGGCC CCGATTACCGACGCTCTCAGCCGCCGACTCGGACATCAGATCCAACTCGGGGTCCGCATC...
3. I keep getting an error at the differential gene expression stage stating ‘‘Error: unexpected symbol in
“name_of_your_file” Execution halted‘‘
This error will occur if you have file names that begin with a number instead of a letter. R (the language used to do
the DE analysis) doesn’t like having variable names that begin with a number instead of a letter. Thus, the remedy is
to ensure all of your sample files begin with a letter instead of a number.
4. My sample files are split between multiple .fastq/.fq files. How can I put them into a single file?
If you have sequenced many samples across several lanes of an Illumina flowcell (as an example), you can concatenate
all of them into one file per sample using the following commands (though you will need to alter the file names to fit
your needs).
1. Make a copy of your files in a different folder so that if something goes wrong, you still have the raw data.
2. Open the terminal and navigate to the folder containing your copied sample files. As an example, if they are in a folder on the Desktop and you’re on a Mac/Linux machine, you can type cd
~/Desktop/your_folder_with_copied_sample_files. This is changing directories/folders to
the one containing your sample files on the Desktop.
3. To combine the files, ensure they are unzipped or decompressed to .fastq or .fq files (e.g. NOT .fastq.gz or .fq.gz
or .fastq.zip or .fq.zip, etc).
4. Performing the concatenation can be accomplished as follows with an example for Mac/Linux machines.
cat samplefile1.fastq samplefile2.fastq samplefileN.fastq >>
new_combined_sample_file.fastq
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1.1.6 License
This software is licensed under a Creative Commons
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode).

Attribution

Non-commercial

4.0

license:

1.1.7 Release notes
Version 1.0
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1.1.10 Functionality wishlist
1. Add paired-end support for SPARTA
2. Add more modular approach to implementing different tools (perhaps through option specification?)
3. Include the ability to deal with batch effects in an efficient manner, requiring minimal user input
4. Support for other sequencing platforms as input (through adding support for SAM, BAM, FASTA, etc.)
5. Operon analysis
6. Definition of UTRs
7. Output read mapping files with normalized expression values
8. Non-reference based analysis
• Contribute: If you would like to contribute to the project, the source code for each platform can be found in
the GitHub repository.

• Bugs: If you found a bug, please have a look at the issues page and add a description (please be explicit and include error m
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• Functionality wishlist
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